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Rare Genomics Institute
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Is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization founded in November, 2011 

Is an international patient advocacy organization focused on 

clinical genomic sequencing and research

Produced the world’s first crowd funded gene discovery for Maya, 

reported by the WSJ in 2012
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Impact

Over 100 completed genetic testing and analyses projects. 

Including 38 WES and 40 WGS projects

Helped over 500 undiagnosed/rare diseases patients
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20 patients continued to functional studies and clinical trials

Over 8 novel disease genes discovered

Over 69 patients assisted with funding amounting over $1,400,000 

worth of sequencing 

Three funded studies and programs including Amplify Hope, iHope 

and Rare Disease Online Learning Modules
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What we do
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Advocacy

Work with patients, researchers, clinicians, biotech 

companies and other patient advocacy organizations to 

advocate for access to testing, funding and treatment
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What we do
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Expertise

Education for patients and RG volunteers on genetics 

and sequencing. RG researchers provide insight into 

sequencing results and RG partners provide 

sequencing and follow up research studies
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2

Patient case triage
for NG sequencing 
services

4
NG sequencing 

and analysis 3

International 
coordination of

NG sequencing
services

1
Online outreach 
and consultation

Clinical report 

returned to referring 

physician for patient
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Post-sequencing 
research 6

Coordination

What we do
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Harrison
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By funded whole exome sequencing acquired and 

coordinated by RG, Harrison Snow was 

diagnosed with the rarest form of Congenital 

Myasthenic Syndrome (CMS), with only 12 

reported cases worldwide. With this diagnosis, the 

family saw a nation’s specialist in CMS at the 

Mayo Clinic, who was able to prescribe a drug for 

his specific subtype.

“We have been so encouraged by the changes. We now know 

that his disease is not degenerative and that he will likely live a 

long life. We can now make plans for out family’s 

future…Something we never felt comfortable doing without a 

diagnosis.”- Mother



The first step in finding potential molecular targets for rare disease therapies is deep analysis of 

genomic data to yield genetic diagnoses.

An estimated 75% of patients who undergo WES do not receive a genetic diagnosis due to the rarity of 

their condition and our incomplete understanding of the functional significance of genomic variants.

The RG research initiative addresses the need for combined in-depth analysis of the genetic and 

medical data for each patient which is not provided by physicians, genetic counselors, or sequencing 

services.
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The challenge of identifying orphan drugs



Strategies for unraveling the genetics of human disease
Assumption: Everyone with the disease has the same underlying genetic cause

Common Disease

Implication: Causative genetic variant has high 

frequency in population

Strategy: Association study
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Rare Disease

Implication: Causative genetic variant is rare in 

population

Strategy: Familial Study

n of 1 

produces 

unique 

challenges

Unaffected Affected



“Exponential population growth, fueled by the development of 
agriculture in the past 10,000 years and of urbanization in the past 700 
years, has resulted in a vast number of new alleles. Collectively, these 

alleles have generated an immense degree of genetic variation. 
Given the size of the present day human population, every point 

mutation compatible with life is likely present in someone, 
somewhere.” 

~Mary-Claire King, Cell 2010

Rare disease is becoming more common…
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Lesson 1: detailed phenotypic data is critical for causative 

variant discovery
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All variants

Quality Filter

Common Variants Filter

Predicted Deleteriousness 

Filter

Genetic Filter

Biological Filter

Candidate 

variants

Haraksingh et al., BMC Genomics, 2014
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Lesson 2: finding similar cases is critical for discovering 

underlying genetic cause
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Enns et al., Genetics in Medicine, 2014

❖ NLGY1 Deficiency: novel autosomal recessive disorder of the endoplasmic reticulum-associated degradation pathway 

❖ Associated with neurological dysfunction, abnormal tear production, and liver disease



Lesson 3: patients are paramount in understanding their own conditions

Patients know best allows:

 Patient driven medical data sharing

 Interaction between patient and analyst

 Interaction between physician and analyst
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Our Research Model
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❖ Compile well-defined and complete medical phenotypes/ collections of symptoms via 

patient driven cloud platform Patients Know Best

❖ Perform in depth genetic analysis and reanalysis leveraging medical history using 

Fabric Genomics (previously Omicia Opal), Ingenuity Variant Analysis, and Congenica

❖ Extensively compile literature relating to symptoms, genes or interest, treatments, 

similar cases

❖ Provide scientific recommendation to drive research forward

❖ Connect patients to relevant experts and clinical trials

❖ Establish global collaboration through crowd-sourced research

❖ Building an intelligent database curating genotype, phenotype, treatments, and 

outcomes 
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Our Results
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26 families in our pilot program

23 with completed analysis

10 with genetic diagnoses

5 connected to external experts for

follow up studies

2 recommended for clinical trials

1 with defined novel syndrome

1 connected to second family

In all completed 

cases the families 

received satisfactory 

biological insight 

into their condition. 



Our Results

Our research model is helping to meet a crucial need for rare disease 

patients and demonstrates that exome sequencing coupled with in depth 

analysis leveraging medical history and global collaboration can be 

deeply insightful. 

Initial results show that our approach can increase diagnostic yield for 

rare diseases from 25 to 50%.
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Dana
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Originally from Venezuela, their journey to find a 

cure has spanned two continents in the past 

three years. 

She turned five years old on July 19th and had 

already seen over ten different doctors by the 

time she was two years old, including geneticists, 

endocrinologists and neurologists. Dana's 

condition was first observed clinically five years 

ago with an episode of eight back-to-back 

seizures, recorded global developmental delays 

and dysmorphic features.

Dana’s mother, Rebeca, connected with Rare 

Genomics in April, 2013.
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Dana
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Whole exome sequencing was coordinated with one of RG’s partner 

sites, Washington University St. Louis. However, due to the political 

climate in Venezuela, Dana’s physician was not able to collect and send 

samples for sequencing outside of the country.

The family was able to move to Spain in the summer of 2015 and with 

the help of their new geneticist in Barcelona, RG had her case accepted 

for free whole genome sequencing with a pilot program called iHope. 

Dana was diagnosed with a Phosphofurin acidic cluster sorting protein 1 

(PACS-1) related syndrome and can now focus on her treatment.

PACS-1 is a protein known to have a putative role in the localization of 

trans-Golgi network (TGN) membrane proteins. As of March 2017, RG 

connected the family to Dr. Wendy Chung at Columbia University to be 

entered into a clinical trial for children with PACS-1. Now, Dana can get 

specialized treatment and therapy for her condition. 



Our Volunteers

Eva Wu

Anita R. Chacko

William Chiu

Deepa Kushwaha

Krati Sharma

Kathryn Gardner

Michael Harris 

Grace Chao

Elisabeth Cramer

Tushar Chakravarty

Casey Jowdy

Harini Anandhisenthilkumar

Nicolette Sookar

Oscar Seguarado

David Kruchko

Debora Varon

Scot Matkovich

Qi Chen

Rachel Miller

Angela Hacker

Alecia Adams

Der-I Kao

Jiyeon Kim

Lynn Bush

Sharon Rouw

Austin Alexander

Ramana Madupu

Angela Woods 

Steph Gurnon

Qin Yao

Margi Sheth

Blake Palculict

Jessica Rosarda

Patricia Miranda

Jennifer Vu

Christy McFall

Heidi Nelson-Keherly

Tyler Huff

Elizabeth Aguilar

Brady Tucker

Dan Gurnon

Michelle Martinez
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http://www.raregenomics.org/
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